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ANCESTOR’S SERVICE

      The said                                                                                                                                        who resided  during the

American Revolution at                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

assisted in establishing American Independence while acting in the capacity of                                                                                                                

for the state/country of                                                                                          Ancestor Number                                         

A description of my ancestor’s services during the Revolutionary War were as follows: (THIS FIELD CANNOT BE LEFT BLANK)

Give source citation(s) of acceptable proof for Military, Civil or Patriotic Service.  When proving new service, or updating
current service, a copy of the proof must be submitted.  (THIS FIELD CANNOT BE LEFT BLANK)
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REFERENCES FOR LINEAGE

Give below the citations of sources for proof of EACH statement of birth, marriage, and death dates and places; and the connection from the
 applicant/member through the generation of the Revolutionary Ancestor. Vital records should be cited as BC, MC, DC, etc. Published authorities
should be cited by title, author, date of publication, volume and page. Vital records and other sources found on the internet must have a complete
 citation, such as IN, Marriage Recs, Shelby, 1909 –1911 Vol 20, Ancestry; Death Register, Clarke Co, 1853–1896 FHL #2056978; TS Photo,
Findagrave, Mem #12345678. Cite the National Number and the Ancestor Name and  Number of the most recent verified paper for each proven
 generation of this lineage.
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